
Moorilla Muse Riesling 2010
Eleven years in the cellar show a riesling really hitting stride, 
with a voluminous nose of fruit (apple, pear, dried citrus) 
and complementary elements (roasted hazelnut, toast, flint 
and a hint of petroleum creeping in). Still very energetic on 
the palate, it’s big, bright and perfumed: more citrus and 
orchard fruit plus a baked-biscuit roundness. The vibrancy and 
freshness have it drinking brilliantly now, but it’ll continue to 
develop for several more years.

Domaine A Lady A 2018 
A warm, energetic (and record-breaking) vintage is on full 
song here. A rich, stonefruit-led nose blossoms with white 
peach, gooseberry, green melon and a gentle, grassy suggestion 
of hay. Though carrying a little less overt oak influence than 
usual, it’s very well integrated, balancing tidily against a 
voluminous, elegant palate of pineapple, passionfruit and 
gooseberry. Train-track medium-plus acidity leads into a fine, 
long finish. Will cellar very, very well (7–8 years). 

Domaine A Cabernet Sauvignon 2010
An impressive blend of Bordeaux varieties, the 2010 vintage 
is the best of both worlds—youthful yet old school in style. 
Currants and candied raspberry on the nose. Fruit cake, 
eucalypt, and vanilla oak notes develop into cherry cola on the 
palate, before a liquorice and dark chocolate finish. Settle in 
for fine tannins and cocoa moreishness—this is a deep, ruby 
red with a luxurious linger.

Moorilla Muse Extra Brut Rosé 2015
A medium-full salmon sparkler, this is a slightly drier, more 
savoury take on our Extra Brut Rosé. Expect light, earthy and 
autumnal notes on the nose, leading to a tightly focused palate 
with just a dab of tannin and a moreish finish. An excellent 
aperitif.

Moorilla Praxis Pinot noir 2018 
Summer of pinot. Pale red in the glass, our 2018 Praxis 
Pinot is ideal for the warmer months with sour cherry, ripe 
strawberry, dried florals, vanilla and spice on the nose, rolling 
into a ripe and fruity palate. Here comes blueberry, sour cherry, 
dried cranberry and strawberry with chamomile flower, cured 
meat and vanilla. More light spice and smooth tannins. Here 
for a good time, not a long time (in the cellar). 

Moorilla Sparkling Stopper
A cult-approved Moorilla champagne stopper to keep the 
‘spring’ in your bubbles.

Moorilla Muse Riesling 2018
Something of a departure for a Moorilla 
riesling, the 2018 Muse is the result of a much 
warmer vintage, leading to much lower acidity 
than our normal acid-bombs. The payoff is an 
explosion of citrus on the nose (think muddled 
lime and lemon, plus rounder, sweeter notes 
of red grapefruit and mandarin), tempered 
by some apple-blossom top notes and the 
faintest suggestion of asphalt. The palate is 
delicate, with a subtler, rounded acidity and 
the trademark minerality of a Moorilla riesling. 
Finishes savoury and long.

Domaine A Cabernet Sauvignon 2011
Very much a product of a cooler year, the 
long-awaited 2011 vintage of the Domaine 
A’s flagship wine still showcases the full range 
of cabernet character synonymous with 
the vineyard. An earthy, complex blend of 
potpourri, roasted beetroot and dark fruits 
(plum, blackberries, cassis) sit beneath 
spiced top notes of vanilla and faint star anise. 
Cured meat and a hint of char reward closer 
inspection, before a long, building finish. 
Planting a few in the cellar will reap 
significant rewards down the track.

Moorilla Muse Extra Brut Rosé 2016
Extremely pale—almost diaphanous—pink 
on pouring, the lightness of colour presages 
the wine itself: a delicate, lacy nose of dried 
cranberries, strawberry leaf and rose-petal 
florals, with the palate boasting lightly candied 
grapefruit, rhubarb and Peruvian groundcherry 
fruit-notes over a roasty, caramelised-biscuit 
base. A very fine bead holds everything 
together and ensures a lip-smacking finish.

Moorilla Muse Chardonnay 2019
A bright, vivacious white (although there’s 
some golden tinges in the glass), it starts 
a little subdued but as it warms it reveals 
expanses of sweet, fleshy yellow stonefruit, 
tart mango and a hint of cantaloupe, 
underpinned by a smooth, creamy oatmeal 
note (and a suggestion of star anise). 
A vibrant, warm vintage is on full show here, 
with just enough oak coming through to 
ensure that—while it’s drinking superbly 
now—it’ll still thrive with another year or 
two in the cellar. Don’t drink it too cold.

Moorilla Cloth White 2016 
- New Release
A leaner, fresher vintage than usual, the 2016 
starts very delicately on the nose: lychee, 
mandarin peel, and fresh-picked white 
nectarines. The palate has a crunchy, clean 
brightness, balanced neatly by some hints of 
the vineyard’s textbook burnt-butter character 
and a suggestion of jasmine. The acidity 
is linear, lingering, and—coupled with the 
richness of the palate and extra tannin given 
by some time on skins—will allow the wine to 
mature for a long, long time.

Domaine A Merlot 2017 
- Pre Release
Blood-red and bold in the glass, the nose 
is a riot of baked forest fruits and sweet 
blueberries swirled through smooth milk 
chocolate. There’s lovely oak integration, 
giving lightly-spiced suggestions of nutmeg 
and leather over rich, sweet liquorice and a 
delicate Domaine A hint of eucalypt forest. 
Tannins are smooth, and the structure on the 
palate is beautifully balanced. A gorgeous, 
rewarding vintage.

Mona socks & Wine Cult glass
A consecrated Wine Cult glass and a pair of 
cult-appropriate Mona socks to keep your 
tootsies warm ’round yonder fire pit.
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Praxis Sauvignon Blanc 2020
Boatloads of citrus on the nose, plus some rose petals and passionfruit. 
On the palate it’s like a fruit tingle (the lolly, not the cocktail), with 
great texture, high minerality and fantastic length and acidity. Drink it 
chilled, now (before someone else does).

Praxis Chardonnay Musqué 2019
The pretty, pale, lemonesque hue gives no indication of the fruit bomb 
this wine actually is. On pouring you’ll get a generous, summery nose 
of hibiscus, green tea, lemon sherbet and jasmine, while the palate 
is a silken-textured treat of green mango and crisp acidity. 
Medium bodied, it drinks beautifully cold. Keep an extra bottle 
chilling, for top-ups.

Muse Pinot Gris 2020
Clear, pale-lemon to look at, there’s an almost-silvery hue to this fresh, 
approachable delight of a wine. The nose blooms with garden-party 
notes: nashi pear, apple and elderflower blossoms, sweet nasturtiums 
and jasmine. On the palate there’s generous fruit (cucumber, more 
nashi, celery, crisp melon pith) balanced with great acid and good 
weight. Balanced and complex, this one’s a winner.

Stoney Vineyard Rosé 2021
Where previous vintages of the Stoney Rosé have been more 
cabernet-driven, this year we went for a larger merlot influence, giving 
a richer, more fruit-forward expression of the vineyard. Burnished 
peach-pink in the glass, the nose leads with a fruit-basket of sweet 
summer fruits (strawberry, crushed cherries, toffee apples) that drift 
lusciously onto the palate, which is full, rounded and balanced with a 
light ripe acidity. Finishes mellow and moreishly dry. Ready to drink 
now, with anything you care to pair it with.

Domaine A Pinot Noir 2016
Domaine A Pinot Noir is often a showcase of the incredibly 
concentrated fruit character of Stoney Vineyard, and this is no 
exception. Jammy, perfumed, ripe with berries (the full gamut—
raspberry, blueberry, blackberry) and floral bursts of violet, rosewood, 
cedar and nutmeg. Vivid and rich on the palate (with some nice 
rhubarb and mint developing) there’s lively and refreshing acidity and 
great tannins before a long finish. An absolute treat.

Cloth Label Red 2015
This vintage is a touch lighter than the last, showing many of the 
qualities you’d normally see in an LDR, with a bit more character—a 
Medium Dry Red, perhaps. Red-maroon hues on pouring foreshadow 
the nose: tomato leaf, blood plum and cardamom. The palate boasts 
a beautiful acidity, and the flavours perfectly straddle the blend of 
lighter and heavier grape varieties, with fruit-of-the-forest berries and 
blackcurrants giving way to raisins and dried cranberries. A shining 
example of the unique terroir of the St Matthias vineyard that’ll pair 
well with Middle Eastern cuisine—or anything with a bit of salt and bite.

Moorilla & Domaine A Cooler Bag
A cult-approved Moorilla cooler bag to keep your summer vino chill.


